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Course fee
N100,000
+7.5 VAT

Why us?

Award-winning and Biggest AI learning platform in Africa
World-class and experienced tutors
Excellent Project and Consulting support
Biggest AI Talent Sourcing platform
Online discussion platform for further coaching and access to cutting edge knowledge, information and opportunities in the AI/Data Science ecosystem
Physical hands-on training.
Internationally Recognized certificate on completion Capstone project
Training Approach
World class and experienced Instructors
Project based learning
Interactive session
Industry use cases and on-the-job scenario application
Weekly assignment and tracking progress
Assignment grading and corrections
Free Internet access for physical classes
Light refreshment and coffee breaks for physical classes
Conducive and flexible training timing for working professionals
Post-training Support
Comprehensive 100% online course materials
Comprehensive 100% online course materials
Comprehensive 100% online course materials

White hat hacking and ethical hacking in terms of cyber crimes
Penetration testing and security

Why you?


3 Saturdays

DATA VISUALIZATION WITH MICROSOFT POWER BI

Course Outline

Understanding key concepts in Business Intelligence, Data Analysis and Data Visualization
- Overview of PowerBI functionalities and services
- Connecting to and importing Data
- Transforming and modeling Data
  i. Power BI Desktop Queries
  iv. DAX Queries
- Enriching Data with Business Calculations
- Visualizing Data
  ii. Shaping and combining Data
  iii. Relationships

A picture is worth a thousand words. Or, in this case, a picture is worth thousands of lines of data. As data volume inevitably increases, visualization becomes a critical tool for understanding and interpreting complex data. Visualizing data helps in identifying patterns, trends, and outliers, making it easier to make informed decisions based on the data.

This training provides a project-based hands-on approach to mastering Microsoft PowerBI for turning numbers into inspiring stories and creating compelling data dashboards for driving strategic data-driven decisions.

Course Description

What you will learn:

- How to connect, import, shape and transform data for Business Intelligence
- Visualize data, watch reports, and schedule automated refresh of your reports
- Understand key concepts in Business Intelligence, Data Analysis and Data Visualization
- Overview of PowerBI functionalities and services
- Connecting to and importing Data
- Transforming and modeling Data
  i. Power BI Desktop Queries
  iv. DAX Queries
- Enriching Data with Business Calculations
- Visualizing Data
  ii. Shaping and combining Data
  iii. Relationships
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